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Win a iphone 6 plus

They say the iPhone 6 is bigger and better than ever before, well the iPhone 6 Plus is even bigger and even better than the iPhone 6! It comes with a spacious 4.7 inch touchscreen and a seamlessly sleek design, making it the lightest and thinnest iPhone to date. It also comes with a revolutionary Apple Pay feature that allows you to pay for goods by simply scanning your phone
at the box office; no card required! Like this, the improved retina HD display means that the screen is not just bigger, but better; and thanks to dramatically improved battery life, you can enjoy bright and stunning graphics for up to 11 hours! It also comes with an A8 processor that delivers incredible performance and an all-improved iSight camera that has brand-new video features
and autofocus pixels that adroil camera settings according to the situation. Enter now and you can be the winner! Terms and Conditions Join the fantastic iPhone 6 Present competition now and get the iPhone 6 for free and super fast. Here's how to win a free iPhone 6 plus instantly because why pay a premium when you can get the iPhone 6 Plus for free? No, it's neither ahead
nor a dream. One of the best family members of the iPhone can be free. iPhone 6 plus raffles Yes, it can be completely free. All you have to do is invite the draws of the iPhone 6 Plus! yes, it's as simple as that. We're not kidding at all. Over the years we have been deeply pleased and pleased with the love and support, so we would like to thank you for the iPhone 6 plus. Your
efforts and loyal support have not gone unnoticed, so this initiative thanks you a little. iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus: what new features do phones offer? The iPhone 6 and its big brother, the iPhone 6 Plus, joined the iPhone trend in 2014. Priced at US$699 in the United States, gadgets in this area are a dream come true for smartphone lovers. It offers six unique colors, with
spacious audio and Support for Dolby Atmos. In addition to liquid Retina's impressive 6.1-inch display, this phone also has many features. The iPhone 6 iPhone's specifications haven't disappointed users in terms of specs, and the new iPhone 6 doesn't seem to be an exception. It has a dual rear camera device with a wide-angle lens and ultra-wide lens with a 120-degree field of
viewIt has a 12-megapixel cameraIP68 waterproof and dustpropter ratingThen also supports a new 4K60fpsA feature called QuickTake allows you to record video while taking photos without disturbing your peace of mind. It also has a night mode for photographers to make full use of their photos in the dark. Apple said the smartphone is powered by the A13 Bionic chip, which is
considered the fastest processor and GPU ever. Main features: Homogeneous metal body, thinness 6.9 mm, weight 129gLTE (category 4, 150Mbps down)7 inch IPS LCD with LED backlight 1,334 x x pixels 326 PPIApple iOS 84 GHz Apple A8 dual-core chipset, sports M8 coprocessor, PowerVR GX6450 GPU, 1GB RAM8MP F/2.2 camera with true color LED flash, autofocus
detection phase, 1080p @ 30fps and @ 60fps video recording, 720p @ 120fps and 240fps video recording, 1.2MP F/2.2 frontal, BSI sensor and hdr camera mode. Built-in internal memory 16, 64, 128GBThen sensor that has been added to the home buttonHever barometer sensor to monitor altitude1,810mAh battery iPhone 6 Plus iPhone 6 Plus starts in the United States. This
flagship phone has two display sizes of 5.8 inches and 6.5 inches that can meet the needs of all iPhone users. In fact, you can't get an elaborate stainless steel case and a glass back cover. In addition to storing A13 bionic chips such as the iPhone 13, there are four textured colors. Other benefits include: the iPhone 6 Plus specs Like other brothers, this Apple phone has many
exciting features. However, artificial intelligence can help you use this great phone to make the best photos and videos for you. The display resolution of the iPhone 6 Plus is 458ppi and the display is called the Super Retina.It has a triple rear camera, consisting of a 12-megapixel wide-angle camera, a 12-megapixel ultra-wide camera, and a telescope that can perform detailed big-
screen shooting.Comes with an 18W fast charger. A future feature called Deep Fusion allows the device to press nine images, including 4, and then press the shutter-release button so you can choose the best one from the package. You can shoot videos on the 4K60fpsiPhone 6 Plus gifts that support HDR10, spatial audio, Dolby Vision, and Dolby Atmos also get the iPhone 6
Plus for free The latest iPhone 6 is the successor to the iPhone 5. Both models look and feel very similar. Six great colors and better finish than previous work. The color reproduction and visual fun of the 6.1-inch LCD are unmatched by any other LCD panel you've ever seen. The iPhone 6 Plus is all Apple is aiming for, but it's impossible. Many people see it as one of the most
feature-rich phones that money can buy today. With a better, better display and a new faster GPU, it guarantees longer battery life. Apple is also proud to tweak the camera with security features such as deep mixing technology and edge-to-edge focus pixels. Improves performance in dark places by allowing clear, sharp night portraits and landscape photographs to be taken. The
stunning computational photography and unforgettable gaming experience offered by the new iPhone 6 Plus is a wild fantasy for all electronics enthusiasts. Imagine the opportunity to master Apple's pioneering technology, spending money, I can't wait to learn how to take part in this fantastic prize competition. So I will continue to do my best without any further effort. And we have
everything you need to know gifts for iPhone. The main drawbacks of the iPhone 6 Plus: The screen-to-body ratio is impressive (the Nexus 5 is equipped with a 5-inch screen of this size)No microSD slotExpensive memory update, The 32GB version should become the standard configuration of such expensive phonesY don't need the user to replace the battery The speaker
camera lens makes the phone osclyve without a caseCamera is still only 8MP for four consecutive years (No wonder the performance of each generation of cameras is constantly improving)Without 4K video , audio video still monoiPhone 6 Plus does not have optical correction of camera shakeSo increase in resistance to liquids and dustNFC function is limited to Apple Pay For
flagship stores (without operator subsidies), which do not have some other functions of competitors (for example, stereo, wireless charging, infrared ports, FM radio, etc.), the price is relatively high. You may disagree at any time, but Apple's most significant update in a few years has left the feature empty and refuted the usual excuses. We do things our own way. We don't care
about screen size or resolution. None. The list also includes waterproof, 4K video, lossless video zoom, OIS, high-resolution images, and stereo. A deeper look at the iPhone 6 plus Maybe we started this review from the wrong angle, so please forgive our anger. Ironically, however, it's Apple's iPhone that hopes to foster competition to build up features and keep users away from a
good ecosystem and user experience, and these experiences are iOS 8. I have to say it will be done in an inch like Apple, the screen size is wrong. They may explain why it took two generations to reach the screen size of the Android mini, but it still can't match the many exciting features offered by competitors. Apple's iPhone 6 is not without its advantages. Just this year, you
have to work more to discover them. I like the look of iOS on the big screen. I like the curved shape along the edge of the windshield. The new chipset is more energy efficient, but it surpasses the iPhone 5s A7's 64-bit chip in power processing and graphics output. Who can enter this international competition, and anyone can enter the draw. Similarly, upon completion of the gift,
the winner will receive an email informing about the winnings. Gifts will continue until the stock runs out. How to get a gift of the iPhone 6 Plus immediately upon entering the giveaway, you will be bound by these official rules of the iPhone 6 Plus. Free shipping for the iPhone 6 Plus takes 2-4 business days. Please note that the free iPhone is an unlocked version. If the winner
does not claim the free iPhone 6 plus three days after the winner is announced on Wednesday, delivery will be canceled. You can apply several times a week. The tickets you have, the more chances you have to win. The following are the terms apply to this free iPhone 6 gift program, which can be discontinued without notice. Fill out the questionnaire to make sure you are
human. Once the investigation is complete, you will receive a free ticket number via email. What will the winner get? Winning the most remarkable smartphone in 2020 is definitely a big deal! Like you, we can't settle the excitement we have down. We will inform you about the results of the tournament shortly. Please note: We will announce the winners for the first month. Don't
forget to follow us on social media as the results will be announced on the social media page. We will also send an email to the winners. Conclusion To celebrate the beauty of the new iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus, we give you a chance to win big prizes! Participate in this iPhone 6 Plus giveaway and win yourself one of the best smartphones in the world. Alternatively, you can get
a beautiful new iPhone from our site! In addition to the best iPhone giveaways, there are other terrific contests. We know that expensive smartphones like iPhones can easily cost $100s. that's why we reward lucky winners instead of buying them. Sometimes we throw away covers, even Apple gift cards and even accessories! Our goal is to make the award as big as possible so
that iPhone rewards can spread regularly. Collect your iPhone now
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